
CityGear 15.6" Laptop Vertical Roller - Black
TCG715EU

Description

Targus City Gear 15.6” Vertical Roller is the perfect travel
companion; a versatile carry-all with casual styling and clever
capacity. With distinct compartments for overnight clothing and
your IT hardware and accessories, the roller will provide an
efficient combination of laptop case and luggage. It is also
expandable to accommodate larger amounts of clothing and
personal possessions. The durable exterior will protect your tech
during your daily travels by car, train or in an airplane cabin. With
zipped mesh pockets so you can see what’s inside and space for
notebook and stationery you can keep your stuff organized in
designated compartments. The City Gear 15.6” Vertical Roller
has been designed with a slim profile to comply with major airline
cabin luggage restrictions, so you can take it as a carry-on
whenever you fly.

Designed For Business Travel
Built to protect and transport up to 15.6” laptops and tablets with space for your accessories and business tools, City Gear is designed for
the modern traveller; fitting in overhead compartments on all airline worldwide. 

Clever capacity
With lots of space and designated pockets and compartments for your laptop, tablet, accessories and stationery while maintaining an
overall slim profile. You can also expand the capacity when you need to carry larger amounts of clothing and personal possessions.

Grab It. Trolley It. 
Comfortable, yet heavy duty handle for carrying. Durable trolley handle for when you want to pull the trolley around.

Features
• Versatile roller case to carry your tech and personal possessions; the perfect travel companion



• Distinct compartments for your personal belongings and IT equipment

• Fits up to 15.6” laptops with additional soft lined tablet pocket

• Expandable – creating additional capacity at the pull of a zip

• Comfort-padded but heavy duty carry handles

• Zipped mesh pockets and compartments for smart organisation

Specifications
Colour Black/Grey
Compatibility Up to 15.6" laptops
Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty
Material Poly/PU
Laptop Compartment Dimensions 37.5 x 3.9 x 26cm
Exterior Dimensions 37 x 20 x 53 cm
Weight 3 kg
Country of Origin China
EAN Barcode 5051794019087
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